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In thinking about why I had an emotional response when my friend said, J wish you were here to see the sweetpeas coming up, I was reminded of the line from T.S. Eliot's poem: "1 am moved by fancies that are curled around these images and cling. ." My topic here is the way that fancies curl around and cling to images.
More specifically (and more prosaically), I will consider here the role of details in creating images which suggest scenes which trigger emotions and make possible both understanding and interpersonal involvement.
The role of details in involvement My study of details is part of a larger project in which I am exploring the observation that conversation -ordinary talk -uses the same linguistic strategies as literary discourse to create interpersonal involvement and meaning. The idea is not that conversation and verbal art are the same, but that literary discourse -poems, short stories, novels -artfully shapes the strategies that are spontaneous in everyday conversation.. As Friedrich (1986) amply demonstrates, the relationship of literature to conversation is not one of poetry vs. non-poetry, but of relatively more and less poetry. He shows, further,. that to understand the workings of everyday conversation, one must account for its poetic nature. That is what my current project is designed to do.
In pursuing a poetics of talk, I have been interested in how the levels of sound and meaning contribute to involvement. 1 I have suggested that sound, including intonation and prosody,. creates involvement by rhythmic engagement, and meaning-making strategies such as dialogue, indirectness, and what Levin (1982) calls "thought figures of speech" create involvement by requiring the audience to participate in sensemaking. . Today I want to consider the level of mutual participation in sensemaking as essentially a response to image, and the power of images to communicate meaning and emotions as residing in their power to evoke scenes. . Images are associated with scenes, and understanding is derived from scenes, by patterned associ ation, or abduction, as Gregory Bateson (1979) calls it. In the terms Ohala (this volume) applies to phonology, it is meaning by analogy. Scenes can do this because it is at the level of the scene that people are observed in rela- HOW IS CONVERSATION LIKE LITERARY DISCOURSE? tion to each other, doing things that are culturally recognizable and person aiiy meaningful.
'J:;hrough images created in part by details, a hearer or reader imagines a scene. I use the term "imagine" intentionally -both in relation to "im ages" and in relation to Friedrich's (1986) sense of the individual imagina tion. According to Friedrich (1986:17) , language "is inherently, perva sively, and powerfully poetic", when "poetiC language" is defined as "all parts of a language that exemplify a figure" (24). Furthermore, he observes, "it is the relatively poetic nature of language .. , that most deeply and massively affects the imagination..." (17). Details are poetic in this sense: They fire the individual imagination. And the activation of the indi vidual imagination makes it possible to understand another's speech. Cru cially, it is in the individual imagination that meaning is made, and there that it matters. Moreover, it is the creation of such shared meaning -com munication _ that unites individuals socially, in a community, and person ally, in relationships. Conversely, it is through the creation of a shared world of images that individual understanding is achieved.
The function of details in conversation Becker (1982:126) demonstrates that every utterance has an esthetic dimension which "appears only at the level of the particular". Details are an expression of the particular in discourse. One example comes from a conversational story told by a Greek woman about being assaulted by a strange man in Paris. She was saved by an American man who appeared suddenly. This is how she introduced the American:
( Chafe's (1985:116) three types of involvement in conversation (self involvement of the speaker, interpersonal involvement between speaker and hearer, and involvement of the speaker with what is being talked about), recalling the pattern on the American's shirt reflects the speaker's involve ment with her own memory. The checkered shirt may have been salient to the Greek woman because it was a typically American fashion. But the detail of the checkered shirt is also functional in the creation of interper sonal involvement: the rapport which is being created between the speaker and her audience by means of this story. Picturing the shirt the man wore (and his age) helps the hearers to imagine a particular man dressed in a par ticular way. Finally, emphasizing that she remembers (indeed, will never forget) what he wore, reinforces the hearer's sense of the vividness of the memory -a testament both to its reportability and to its authenticity. Narrative is a genre particularly given to the use of details since it is by definition devoted to describing scenes and events from the past. Within narrative, details are especially frequent in what Labov (1972) In a way, such mental scavenging seems to be more for the speaker's satis faction than for the hearer's. Yet it gives an impression of verisimilitude to a hearer: recalling names, dates, and places is a familiar, recognizable memory process.
Details are pervasive in nonnarrative (or quasi-narrative) as well as narrative discourse, as memory·provides material for conversation. In addi tion to the common practice of struggling to recall specific names, dates, and places, speakers are often specific about other details which might Another example of the use of details in nonnarrative conversational discourse comes from the same conversation as Example (3). The discus sion has turned to cartoons: the men in the conversation maintained that they had enjoyed cartoons as children, whereas the two women recalled having been disturbed by the violence in cartoons. Steve observed that the response of the women, as children, occurred because You took them liter ally, whereas his own response was sanguine because he knew the charac ters weren't real. He explained, (4) Steve: It wasn't like there were hearts and liver.
This example supports my argument both in its fonn and in its meaning. Steve is claiming that he didn't have an emotional response to cartoon characters getting hurt because the cartoon didn't show the visual details that would make the characters and their suffering seem real: human parts like hearts and liver. At the same time, he makes his point in conversation by naming these specific body parts rather than by making an abstract state ment like, It wasn't like they had human pans.
Details ill conversational and literary discourse
Early in my analysis of conversational and literary discourse, I noted that linguistic strategies which are highly valued in literary analysis are often devalued, even scorned, in conventional wisdom applied to conversation. Whereas scholars study repetition and constructed dialogue in literary texts, repetition is considered a weakness in common parlance ( A woman reported that her family habitually refers to her grand mother as "I had a little ham, I had a little cheese. " This cryptic representa tionof Grandmother's conversation captures, for them, the impression that Grandmother is boring because ·she tells too many details about insignific ant matters. But if it is boring when Grandmother tells what she ate for lunch, why is it moving to be told what Rhoda, the heroine of Joan Silber's novel Household Words, ate for lunch shortly after her husband's death? (5) She sat in the kitchen eating her usual lunch, a mound of cottage cheese piled over lettuce (no eating from the container: like a colonist in an outpost, she was strict about keeping proprieties even when no one was looking).
The effectiveness of this passage comes from many linguistic strategies, including the simile that compares Rhoda to a colonist at an outpost: an apt suggestion, by abduction, of her feelings on suddenly being widowed. But this simile is enhanced, indeed triggered, by the scene of Rhoda sitting down to a solitary lunch of cottage cheese on lettuce. My Great-Aunt had a love affair when she was in her 70's. Obese, balding, her hands and legs arthritically misshapen, she did not fit the stereotype of a woman romantically and sexually loved. But she was -by a man, also in his seventies, who lived in a nursing home but occasionally spent weekends with her in her apartment. The final image which evokes a strong response from the host is espe cially interesting because it is identified as a quotation from a "commen tary" Sussman wrote for delivery on National Public Radio ("a piece for NPR"), an oral repetition of a text written for oral delivery. In these lines, the words are carefully chosen to capture the moment of epiphany in a com bination of visual impressions (an elegant woman, the asphalt) and olfactory for the business section justify "reporting" the name of the dance bar near which the man lives, the colors of his mobile home, that his face was (1981) called "response cries", a spontaneous expression of sudden feeling.
There are many poetiC aspects of Sussman's account that contribute to the emotional impact of his discourse: repetition (for example, I stood there, and for the first time); a compelling rhythm, created in part by the repetitions as well as strategic pauses; words with literary connotations (press and sWi~l of people, aroma ~ im~ortant enough to be self-corrected from smell, mmgled). Moreover, h1s vOIce takes on a breathy, emotionally tinged quality beginning in line 17 with the swirl of people and building to the dima){ which the host responds to with her first hm following line 21. And throughout, he uses details, as shown in bold. As earlier predicted, many of tbese details cluster in the opening orientation section: He tells the specific street corner he was on~ somewh~re ~ro~nd lStb BDd M, or lStb and L (and note that he makes a pomt of gettmg 1t nght, as was seen in Example (1)), the time: around IuDchtime, the season and weather: one of those ",arm, dear days in November, and the scene: a lUIJdJtime press olpoople,
HOW IS CONVERSATION LIKE LITERARY DISCOURSE?
impressions (the aroma of her perfume, the musk ofasphalt) which combine two seemingly incompatible worlds: one beautiful (the woman) and one ugly (~be city street with its traffic, noise, and asphalt), with the result that the otherwise ugly city became infused with beauty and drew him to it. The host's response is overlapped with the verbal coda to the guest's story (and I just felt ~This is where I belong'), evidence that her response is to the immediately preceding image rather than the evaluative (Labov 1972 "htcr",UV hIlI!. lu~ readers luto the corridors and operating rooms of Park land l10spital on that day". Greene cans it "the most vivid piece of writing to COlll out of the assassination of John F -Kennedy". "The most vivid piece of e writin!!.". This concern with journalistic writing as writing rather than as 1~\)(lftmg l~ reminiscent of Jakobson's (1960) "poetic function":
"the scI hlw.ud the roes.sage", or the use of language in which it is the lan guag" IIsdt that counts most.
(,ICCl\C says, "Journalists today are trained to get those telling details qUicklY" ," He suggests that this style of reporting satisfies the public's curiosity. But why is the public curious about such details? The key, I believe, lies In C"J1"eene's observation that Breslin "literallY (by which he means. of course, figuratively) took his readers into the ,., rooms". What purpo~c IS served by feeling one has been in the rooms where an event occurred? The pleasurable sense of involvement.
The centrality of scenes: neurological evidence I will conclude by citing neurological evidence for the centrality of scenes in Cognition, Many of the essays by neurologist Oliver Sacks (1986) discussing patients with bizarre neurological disorders make this point. I will mention onlyon e .
Mrs. O'c., a woman in her nineties, awoke one night to hear music. At first she thought someone had left a radio on, but then she realized that this could not be coming from a radio. Not only were there no commercials, but the songs were those she had not heard since her long-forgotten early child hood in Ireland, a country she had left at the age of five. And with the songs came similarly forgotten scenes of happiness from a time when she was loved, as a small child, before she was orphaned and shipped to America to live with a stern aunt. Sacks discovered, through an EEG, that Mrs, O'C.'s sudden songs were caused by temporal-lobe seizures which "are the invariable basis of 'reminiscence' and experiential hallucinations" (127) . Indeed such "experiential hallucinations" can be created by electrical stimula1ion of particular points in the cerebral cortex in conscious patients. "Such stimulations would instantly call forth intensely vivid hallucinations of tuneS _ people, scenes, which would be experienced, lived, as compel lingly real.. 0" Furthermore, "Such epileptic hallucinations ordreams .,. are . .. accompanied by the emotions which accompanied the original experi ence" (130). For Mrs. O'C., too, "there was an overwheiming emotion associated with the seizure& ..." (135). In Sacks' words, Mrs. O'C. "suffered from~$reminiscence,' a convulsive upsurge of melodies and scenes...." Sacks observes that this testifies "to the essentially 'melodic' and 'scenic' nature of inner life..."
The melodic and the scenic parallel the two dimensions I had identified as creating involvement in discourse: what I had earlier (Tannen 1984 ) thought of as the sound level, which sweeps the audience along, and the meaning level, which forces the audience to participate in sensemaking. The melodic and the scenic parallel even more closely the duality that Friedrich (1986: 39) identifies as constituting language: "the symbolic pro cess that mediates between, on the one hand, ideas/feelings and, on the other hand, the sounds produced....", the "musical" and the "mythic" which also accounts for poetry. Sacks' account, in this and other essays, contributed to my realization that sensemaking is essentially scenic.
This neurological evidence for the scenic nature of inner life contri butes to an understanding of the function of details in creating involvement. The invoking of details -specific, concrete, familiar -allows an indi vidual to recall and a hearer or reader to imagine a scene that has both meaning and emotion. It is this creation of meaning by means of emotion, and emotion by means of meaning and sound, that drives both conversa tional and literary discourse. (Cambridge University Press, 1989) . I first developed a framework for examining conversational and literary discourse with the help of a Rockefeller Humanities Fellowship. The current research and writing was supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. I am grateful for comments on an earlier draft by Paul Friedrich and Pamela Downing. I also thank journalist Bob Greene for per mission to quote from bis Chicago Tribune column, although neither he nor I could iden tify the date the column appeared.
1.
Some background on the concept of involvement is in order. In prior analyses of casual conversation (Tannen 1984 (Tannen , 1986 , I have identified a range of linguistic strategies which contribute to conversational style as linguistic means for serving the universal and con flicting goals of involvement and independence. This theoretical framework is derived from Lakoffs (1973 Lakoffs ( , 1979 schema for politeness phenomena (wherein politeness can serve distance, deference, or camaraderie), Goffman's (1967) notion of two types of deference: avoidance rituals and presentational rituals, developed on analogy of Durk heim"s positive and negative religious rites; and the reformulation by Brown and Levin son (1978) of Lakoffs and Goffman's scbemas as negative and positive face. Brown and Levinson define positive face as the need to have one's wants approved of by others, and negative face as the need not to be imposed on by others. It struck me that these are not two different, parallel needs but simultaneous, paradoxical ones. They are paradoxical because anything one does to serve one necessarily violates the need for the other. Involvement, which serves the positive face need, is necessarily a threat to independence, the negative face need. And conversely, anything that serves the need for independence is a threat to involvement. As Becker (1982) puts it, all communication labors under paradoxical commands: ~I am the same as you", and "I am different from you". Scollon (1982) observes that utterances do not serve one or the other of these needs, but must serve both in balance. Although all speakers signal involvement in some way, assumptions about the appro priate way to signal involvement, including assumptions about how much detail is the right amount (and, by implication, how much is too much or too little), are individually and culturally relative. The esthetic exemplified in this paper is one expression of the role of details in creating involvement; the general role of details, I believe, is universal .. but how much detail, of what type, in what context, will differ both individually and culturally.
In response to my ora] presentation of this paper,WiUiam Leap commented that he believes a Ute speaker would likely omit details, leaving them to the hearer to fill in. This too, I observed, creates involvement by supplying just the right amount of detail for a given discourse esthetic. . leaving it to the hearer to participate in sensemaking by filling in unstated meaning. The esthetic Leap suggests for Ute is similar to that described by Scol Ion and Scollon (1984) for Athabaskan in their article aptly entitled "Cooking it up and boiling it down".
2.
Example (2) is taken from a story told by a woman in a small group in answer to my ques tion about whether anyone had had any experiences they recall while riding the subway (all did). The narrative from which this comes is analyzed at length elsewhere (Tannen 1978) . Examples (3) and (4) are taken from an extended transcript of a Thanksgiving din ner table conversation that I have analyzed in numerous previous studies (especially Tan· nen 1984): a conversation among six friends and acquaintances. Here, but not there, con· versational excerpts are presented in poetic lines rather than prosaic paragraphs, in order to reflect in print the rhythmic chunking that characterizes all spoken discourse -a phe nomenon that Chafe has written about extensively (see for example Chafe 1986) . As the transcript indicates, I was one of the participants in the conversation. 
4.
Joyce's short story, ....The Dead", recently made into a film by John Huston, revolves around an epiphany: Gabriel's realization that his wife has known a passion which his own life experience has not included.
5.
When I called Sussman to get his permission to use the excerpt, it emerged in our conver sation that although the incident described in this striking image '"really happened", it didn't actually happen at a single moment. In writing this memorable line, Sussman con flated impressions that he had actually experienced at different moments during the day.
This is artistic creation. The writer also provided further external evidence for the effec tiveness of this image: It was after reading this line in Sussman's NPR commentary that the Washington Post editor decided to consider hiring him for his current job. The editor remarked, "~That's the best writing rve seen in weeks".
